Metaphor Hunt Answers
simile and metaphor student worksheet - simile and metaphor student worksheet simile examples: she is
as sweet as candy. bob runs like a deer. the willow’s music is like a soprano. she slept like a log. he is as thin
as a rail. metaphor examples: my dad is a bear. the bar of soap was a slippery eel. the light was the sun during
our test. he hogged the road. she toyed with the idea ... scavenger hunt - cityartmankato - 7: which
sculpture represents a metaphor of the human life cycle? 8: which two sculptures have a circle in which to look
through? (1 pt. each) hunt 9: which sculpture is named after the welding process used to fuse it together? 10:
what does the green patina color of “maple seed” represent? literary terms scavenger hunt - peachee's
remediation center - literary terms scavenger hunt directions: 1) underline and label examples of literary
elements and devices in the following passages. 2) identify the examples in the space below each passage. 1.
“rainsford sprang up and moved quickly to the rail, mystified. he strained his eyes in homophone hunt
answers - kids.jdrf - homophone hunt answers by dover publications homophone hunt answers homophone
hunt answers crosswords with friends movie monday answers the c-word, 'cunt', is perhaps the most offensive
word in the english language, and consequently it has never been researched in depth. homophone hunt
answers - shredderbuilt homophone hunt worksheet ... name: date: simile and metaphor activity sheet name: date: simile and metaphor activity sheet part 1: read each paragraph. find the simile or metaphor and
underline it. then write an explanation of what the simile or met-aphor means. every morning at my house, we
eat breakfast at the crack of dawn. my mom likes to cook big breakfasts. the scram-bled eggs are a mountain
on the platter. the speaker is comparing his mind to a puddle. - simile and metaphor worksheet 1
directions: read each example. determine whether each is a simile or metaphor. choose your answer and
explain which two things are being compared. example: my mind is a puddle in the street reflecting green. this
is an example of... simile / metaphor what two things are being compared? i have a dream scavenger hunt
- welcome to rcsd - “i have a dream” scavenger hunt code & annotate as you read and listen to the audio of
the speech. then find examples of each of the following. allusion metaphor (hint: look for the word of)
examples of refrain figurative language appeals to african americans appeals to all people references to the
government alliteration onomatopoeia metaphor simile hyperbole ... - examples of idioms don't rock
the boat-do not cause problemsgoing out on a limb-taking a risk hit the road-leave hit the hay/sack-you are
going to go to sleep i'm all ears-ready to listen lend someone a hand-help someone out that is over her/his
head-they don't understand penny pincher-someone who does not spend a lot of money and likes to buy
things cheap literary term scavenger hunt “the most dangerous game” - literary term scavenger hunt
“the most dangerous game” directions: you must answer every aspect of the question in a well developed
paragraph(that name: figurative language worksheet 1 - ereading worksheets - name: _____ figurative
language worksheet 1 directions: read the lines of poetry. slashes represent line breaks. figure out which
technique is being used: simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification. in the boxes, explain how you figured
out your answer. it is possible that more than one technique is being used. literary terms scavenger hunt englishteachersfriend - literary terms scavenger hunt . complete all items on the list. name: _____ 1. take a
picture of yourself in a way that reflects a man vs. nature conflict. attach to this paper and write #1 on top. 2.
quote a teacher who uses a simile. write the simile and get the teacher’s signature. shakespeare scavenger
hunt with answer key group project ... - shakespeare scavenger hunt with answer key group project ideas
for a play or novel ... answers vary- should have summary and signature ... use one sheet of paper for each
device: simile, metaphor, pun, alliteration, allusion, personification, imagery, oxymoron. title the paper clearly.
write a 9.4.131: literary devices scavenger hunt - grantschools - 9.4.131: literary devices scavenger
hunt ... metaphor symbol . onomatopoeia alliteration rhyme theme anaphora assonance consonance select a
term from the preceding chart that is of particular interest to you, and create a graphic representation that
captures the essence of the term. tools for teachers lesson plan 6 things that are well made - tools for
teachers lesson plan 6 things that are well made prepared by patricia h. partnow, ph.d. ... • riddle treasure
hunt • answers for the riddle treasure hunt strategies strategy 1: aesthetics ... simile or metaphor for the
object the riddler had in mind. the opponent had to state what literary terms scavenger hunt english i,
preap mrs. puente - literary terms scavenger hunt english i, preap mrs. puente literary terms definition in
your own words examples from literature conflict (internal/external) a struggle or problem in a story. an
internal conflict occurs when a character struggles between opposing needs or desires or emotions within his
or her own mind.
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